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In Tsurumi Lounge, Study Support Services are available. They are 

“Aozora” opening on every 1st and 3rd Saturday morning for elementary 

school children and “Nanairo” opening on every Monday night for junior 

high school students. We listen to three supporters about their activity. 

What inspired you to become a supporter?  :  

「I found out that foreign students were stumped about how to prepare 

the entrance examination.」 

「I noticed some children dislike studying.」 

「I noticed they have no idea about specific phrases used in classes.」 

Is there anything that you bear in mind?： 

「I try to praise their strong points and inspire them to study.」 

「I listen to children face-to-face.」 

「I teach them along with their own pace and never give up.」 

「I prepare many materials to satisfy their expectation.」 

When do you find it rewarding? ： 

「When I get a favorite report of their good marks of the test.」 

「Unlike before, children get to motivated to do their homework.」 

「Children could change their awareness and become friendly and positive.」 

「Once children understand what I teach, they don’t miss my class.」I feel so when I see them. 

You could meet up friendly supporters and big smiles of lounge stuff at the Study Support Class. 

This Class is a “Ibasyo”, secure and cozy place for children related to foreign countries.  

In November 28th 2020, we had a city walk through the event,「Visit Korea(N&S) 

in Tsurumi」.We had 18Japanese and 1foreign participants. 

We took a good look at big clock on the wall of JR Tsurumi Line. It is the present 

from the people returning to DPRK in 1959. Expressing their thanks to Tsurumi 

people, “Take care, everyone!” is engraved on the plate. 

Next, we visited Tsurumi Korean Elementary school-affiliated 

kindergarten. We listened to their enthusiasm to pass on the 

language and culture of Korean Peninsula to next generation. 

Lastly, we watched the honoring monument of Tsunekichi 

Ookawa at Tozenji temple. He is the former chief of Tsurumi 

police station. He saved more than 300 Korean lives who were 

almost killed after the Great Kanto Earthquake. We got to know the relation between Tsurumi 

and Korea(N&S) and this is a good opportunity to think how important the bond between people. 

Big chance to speak Japanese!!  You’ll have a present！

Date & Time：March 3rd (Wed.)2021  13：30～15：00  Fee：Free 

Application：Tsurumi International Lounge Tel： ０４５－５１１－５３１１ 

※Cancellation is likely to happen. On applying, please give us phone number.  

 

 


